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In the past various approaches for the specification of semantics of programming languages have
been proposed [I, 5, 7, 12, 15, 23-26, 28-30, 33-35]. Recently, in the contJt of parallelism and
nondeterminism the approach of [11] has attracted growing interest. Furt~er investigations are
found e.g. in [2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 19-21]. l
In particular for Hoare's language of communicating sequential processes (CSP) [16] various
semantic specifications have been proposed, two of which are sketched below. I oare's approach [12]
is based on the theory of complete partial orders (cpo) and is an extension J Scott's denotational
semantics for sequential programming languages [33, 34]. In this approach fhe basic idea was to
associate with a (deterministic sequential) program X a function Ix called the "denotation of
X". In the case of very simple programs, involving assignment, if- and wJile-constructions the
meaning associated with a program X is a function Ix : E -+ E, where b is a suitable set of
.tat". The neo",;ty to model the .emantk, of ;te<at;on, <o,"",ion and oelftapPI;<at;on t';gge,ed
the need for a framework for the solution of domain equations and for the solution of fixed point
equations within a particular domain. The result was a formalism based on cobplete partial orders.
In the case of a nondeterministic sequential program Y the approach was Jtended in [27, 36] to
associate a meaning Iy that is a mapping from E to some power set const1uction of E. Finally,
in the case of C5P the meaning of a parallel command Z = [Y111 ... IIYn] ,wöere Yi is a sequential
I
nondeterministic process with states in Ei, is given by first producing a "history tree" for each
process Yi started in state CTi that records local and global nondeterminisl but does not re cord
intermediate states. In a second step these trees are evaluated by a "bindiJg function" and as a
result a function Iz from E1 x ... x En to apower domain construction of E1 x ... x En is
obtained [12].
In the approach of de Bakker and Zucker [11] the role of cpo 's is taken by complete metric spaces.
I
The approach is - as the authors state - denotational in style but operational in spirit. For a
process all possible action sequences are recorded. Let us briefly sketch the approach. Let an
example language be given by the following syntactical description
5 -+ skip I x := e 1(51; 52) I b Iwhile b do 5
We define a process domain by considering the equation
(I) P = {po} U (E -+ Pe(E x P))
Here P stands for a complete metric space, E is a set and PeO denote the set of all closed
subsets. Applying the theory developed in [4, 11, 19, 20, 21] one can coJclude that there is a
unique complete metric space P that satisfies the above equation. The leaning of a program
X in the sampie language will be defined as an element in P, i.e. eittr Po or a function
Ix : E -+ Pe(E x P). In particular we put: Let Me be the meaning Junction associating a
meaning with every program X . Then
Me(skip) = ACT.{(CT,PO)}
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Me(x:= E) = .Aer.{(er~(E)(O"),PO)}
Me(b) = Aer.ifW(b)(er) then {(er,Po)} else 0
Me((Sl; S2)) = Me(S2) 0 Me(St}
in analogy to [11].
In this definition V is a set of values, E = Var -> V the set of states and
V : Exp -> (E -> V)
W : Test -> (E -> W)
describe the meaning of expressions, respectively tests. Moreover, for v E VI
etc.
er~ : Var -+ V
er~(y) = { ~(y) yf.z
y=x
For P, q E {po} U (E -> Pc(E x P)) , X E Pc(E x P) the operation 0 is defined in analogy to [11]
by
popo =p
po (er,q) = (er,po q)
po X = {p 0 x : x EX}
po Aer.X= Aer.(p 0 X)
If we consider e.g. the program
then
Me[S] = Aer{ (er,/(E,)(O"), Aer'{(er~V(E.)(O"'), po}} ) }
so that the sequence of states that has been passed by the execution of S starting from state er
is obtained by
V(E )( V(B,)( •.»
er~(E,)(O"), (er~(E,)(O"») y • O"~ .
Basicly, this kind of semantics keeps track of all states that have been reached by executing a
(sequential deterministic) program. I
In contrast to this, the denotational approach of Scott and Strachey was designed to deal with the
problem how to associate with a (deterministic sequential) program a meJning that is basicly a
function from the set of states to itself ignoring any "intermediate" states.
Problem 1
The first question we are interested in is, if the metric space approach is i herently operational,
in the sense that it traces all the steps that are performed du ring the eJcution, or if we could
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define the meaning of a pro gram X - based on the metric space approach - that disregards the
intermediate states. A first observation in this context is that - in the cpo approach - we have
the .L (bottom) element for the treatment of partial functions, whereas - in the case of metric
spaces - it is not evident how to handle partiality of functions. In the operational definition using
metric spaces as given by [11] nonterminating computations, that would cause a meaning function
from E to E to be partial, are handled by limits of appropriate sequences.
One option here is obviously to enrich the set of states E by an element w. If (E, d) is a complete
metric space so evidently E' = EU {w} can be made one as weH. Another option might be to
aHow explicitly for partial functions on a complete metric space.
Let us assurne that we found some suitable complete metric space F of functions from states to
states that is to provide meanings for programs. Let us now consider the program
while true do x:= x .
In the metric space approach the standard way to provide a meaning to such constructs is to define
the operator
O:F--+F
O(fH x) := if true( x) then I( x) else x
and looking for the unique solution of
1= O(f) .
Such equations are typicaHy solved [11] by showing that 0 obeys a contraction property, l.e.
3k < 1 such that for all I, 9 E F
d(O(f), O(g») ~ k . d(f, g)
Then one starts with a suitable element 10 E F , defines
li = O(Ii-l)
and obtains that limli is a unique fixed point.
Unfortunately the above operator 0 does not satisfy a contraction property, as
d(O(f),O(g)) = d(f, g)
which holds independently of the metric definition. On the other hand in this particular case every
function in F is a solution of I = O(f), but which should to be chosen as a meaning for our
program?
More generally speaking, we are confronted with problems of assigning meaning to while-constructs,
recursive programs etc. as the contraction property of the respective operators is not ensured. Bad
we used cpo 's instead and put for function I, 9 in a suitable function space
Ir;g {:::::}I(x) = g(x) V I(x) =.L
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then for every while program the analogous operator 'lf displays the necessary continuity properties
that guarantee the existence of a least solution 1/J and the iteration
10 = .\:1:.1..
yields 10 = h = /2 ... hence 1 = .\:1:.1.. as desired solution.
Based on the above consideration we suspect that the metric space approach is not suitable for
the definition of semantics that ignores intermediate states.
Problem 2
In a previous paper [19-21] we investigated the quest ion under which conditions domain equations
in the metric space approach are solvable. These equations yield the semantic domains for the
interpretation of programs. The equations have the form
P =:FP
where P stands for a complete metric space and :F is an endofunctor in the category CMS
that has complete metric spaces as objects and non-distance-increasing functions as morphisms.
A non-distance-increasing function from a metric space (X, dx) to a metric space (Y, dy) IS a
function that satisfies dy(f(:I:), I(y)) ~ dX(:I:, y). See also [4] for a similar approach.
We established in [19-21] conditions each of which guaranteestheexistence and uniqueness of a
solution for such equations. The basic idea in these conditions is to impose on the funetor :F a
"contraction property". For this the concept of an "embedding" of a complete metric space (N, dN)
into a complete metric space (M, dM) is used, which is a mapping that preserves distances. The
two conditions established in [21] for the existence and uniqueness of a solution of :FP = P are
i) There is a k < 1 such that for every embedding e : N -+ M
d(:FN,:FM) ~ k. d(N, M)
where :F preserves embeddings. Here d(N, M) = sup inf d(e(y),:I:) .
o:EMlIEN
ii) There is a k< 1 such that for every embedding e : N -+ M for which there is c: M -+ N
satisfying e 0 c = idN the following holds
(V d(:I:, e (c(z)) ~ I-' => V d(:I:, (:Fe)((:Fc)(:I:») ~ k .1-')
o:EM o:E:F(M)
where :F preserves embeddings.
In addition, wehave shown in [21] that one equation treated in [11] does not have the solution
proposed in (11), namely the equation
(11) P = {Po}U (A -+ Pc((B x P)U(C -+ P))
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Here, P stands for a complete metric space with metric d, A, B, C are sets, Pe(S) denotes the
metric space of all closed subsets of S together with the Hausdorff metric. C -+ P denotes the
metric space of functions from C to P endowed with the metric
d*(f, g) = sup d(j(c), g(c))
eEC
B x P is the metric space with metric
(III) d((a, :z:), (a', y)) = { td(:z:, y) if a = a'
otherwise
Clearly the functor of the equation
F(X) = {Po} UA -+ Pe((B x X) U (C -+ X))
does not exhibit any of the above contraction properties. This can be seen by observing that the
functor
that maps (X, d) to (C -+ X, d*) neither satisfies i) nor ii) from above and that the functor Pe
cannot remedy the situation.
We do not know if this problematic equation has a solution at al1. We only know that the standard
approach to solve the equation by iteration as proposed in [11] does not work [21]. Examples of
functors that involve the function space and do possess unique fixed points are e.g.
F(X) = {Po} U (A -+ Pe(B x X))
F(X) = {Po}U (A -+ Pe(B x (XU(C -+ X))))
In this context it is now interesting to observe that [2] and [4] use systematically a change of metric
in the definition of functors. E.g. in [2] we find expressions as
F(X) = {po} Ue A x X
F(X) = {Po} Ue pcI(A x X)
F(X) = {po} Ue (A -+ X)
where 0 < e < 1 and Ue means that the original metric of the operands of U has to be multiplied
by e. Similarly in [4] the possibility of change of metric is given by providing a functor ide •
The question that interests us here is, how a change of the definition of the metric for C -+ P
infiuences the situation and how such an effect could be interpreted.
Let us, for example, redefine the metric for C -+ P to be
d(f, g) = e. sup d(j(c), g(c))
eEC
for some 0 < e < 1.
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Let us consider
g'(X) = {po}U (C -+ X)
where the metric on C -+ X is now d. It is easy to see that g'(X) = {Po} U (C -+ X) satisfies
the above condition ii). As F(X) = A x X satisfies ii) as weH and Pe preserves this property we
conclude that
has a unique solution, that is constructible via iteration starting from {po}. What have we done?
We have changed the metric on the space C -+ X by multiplying with a constant < 1 which
amounts to considering the functor that maps
(X, d) I- (C -+ X, d)
instead of
(X,d)I-(C-+X,d.) .
Clearly, (C -+ X, d) and (C -+ X, d.) are not isometrical.
How can this dependency on the metric definition be interpreted for programming language se-
mantics? Does it make sense for the semantic definition of a programming language when we use
d instead of d. in equations involving components of the form C -+ X ?
In trying to understand this situation we review the functor F(X) = {Po} U (A x X) with the
metric described before. Let us consider the simple language
where a E A and where loop S means infinitely many iterations. To determine the mea~
ning of programs of this language we use the unique complete metric space P that satisfies
P = {Po} U (A x P). The meaning function Me that maps statements to elements of P is given
by
Me(a) = (a,po)
Me(Sl; S2) = Me(S2) 0 Me(Sd
Me(loop S) = limpi where Po = Po, Pi+! = Pi 0 Me(S)
and the operation 0 : P -+ P ia given by
popo =p
po (a, q) = (a, P 0 q)
For example the meaning of (al; a2) is
Me(al; a2) = Me(a2) 0 Me(ad
= (a2,po) 0 (al,po)
= (al, (a2,po) 0 po)
= (al, (a2,po))
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and the meaning of loop a 1S
Me(loop a) = limpi
where
P1 = Po 0 Me(a)
= Po 0 (a,po)
= (a,po)
P2 = (a, (a,po)) and SO on.
By the metric definition ofAx P (111) it is guaranteed that (Pi) is a Cauchy sequence in the
complete metric space P and hence the meaning of loop a is welldefined.
In this very simple situation we can interprete the use of P = {po} U (A x P) and the metric
on A x P as folIows: the Cartesian produet models the sequencing of actions. A program is
"modelIed" by an element pEP that refleets the actions P performs. Two programs S, S'
are in distance (~) n if the first n aetions of Sand S' coincide and the (n + 1) st aetions are
different. If Sand S' produce the same sequence of aetions then they have distance O.
In more complex languages that allow also for assignment and hence yield to the introduction of
states the funetor F(X) = A x X with the above metric on A x X is used to formalize a not ion
of distance of processes based on the states or synchronization commands that they produce. For
e.g. consider the language .es of [11]
with its associated domain equation
Here the meaning of a program is either Po or a function that maps states in E to elosed subsets
of (E U f) x P, i.e.
Me : programs -+ P
SI-> Ao-.{(ß,p) ... }
where ß E E is either the new state reached or the meaning of a synchronization command and
p describes the "remainder" of the computation. Again, the definition of the metric d for A x X
ensures that programs that produce the same subsequent states or commands for any arbitrary
state 0- are "eloser" than those that differ.
Example
S1 == ;z: := 0; y := ;z: + 1
S2 == ;z: := 0; y := ;z: + 2
S3 == ;z: := 1; y:=;z: + 2
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PI = Me(Sd = AO".{ (O"~, ACf.{(Cf~(:Z:+1)Ü,PO)})}
P2 = Me(S2) = AO".{ (O"~, ACf. {(Cf~(:z:+2)q, PO)} ) }
Pa = Me(Sa) = AO".{ (0"~,ACf.{(Cf~(:Z:+2)q,PO)})}
1
d(PI,P2) = 2
Let us now consider the role of the function space construction Q(X) = C -+ X. In practical
applications this functor is used as in the above example and e.g. in the form
(0) F(P) = {po} U (E -+ Pe(E x P))
where E is again the set of states [11]' or in the form
(ß) F(P) = {Po} U (E -+ Pe ((E U r) x (p U (V X P) U (V -+ P))) )
where V is the set of values [11]' or as
(-r)
[11]' or
(6)
where
F(P) = {Po} U! (E -+ Pe(Stepp))
Stepp = (E X P) USendp UAnswerp
Sendp = Obj X MName X Obj* X (Obj -+ P)
Answerp = Obj X MName X (Obj* -+ (Obj -+ P) -+ p)
[2].
In (0) the function space construction serves to describe the dependency of the process behaviour
on the states. A process P is either Po or a function that - depending on the state - pro duces
a new state followed by a "remainder" process q. The distance of two processes is measured by
looking at the produced states.
In (ß) the same remark holds for the first instance of the function space functor. In addition,
after having produced astate or a communication command a remainder process q starts or a
remainder process q is selected depending on a received value. Similarly the distance of two
processes is measured - roughly speaking - by the states, respectively communication commands,
they produced.
One can see that the same observations hold for equations of type (-y) or (6).
Processes always pro du ce some state or message and continue with a "remainder" process and the
whole situation may depend on the state or some received value. The distance of processes should
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be measured comparing their respective actions. The function space construction serves to describe
the fact that the behaviour of a process may depend on e.g. states or values that are received via
message. In the light of the above discussion we can see no reason whatsoever why - in the context
of programming language semantics - one should consider the functor Q'(X) = (C - X, d) instead
of Q(X) = (C - X, d*). Also, we could not think of a reasonable language for which the necessity
of using Q' instead of Q arises. In particular we cannot think of any reasonable language that
has
P = {Po} U (C - P)
as its domain equation. All examples oflanguages treated in [2, 3, 11, 18, 32] possess corresponding
process domain equations that are solvable without change of metric!
Problem 3
In the cpo -approach for the semantic definition of programming languages it is common to find
domain equations of the form
D=AU[D-D]
[39]' i.e. function space constructions where the domain in quest ion occurs on the left hand side
of the function space functor.
Let us assurne that we want to allow for a similar construction in the metric space approach, i.e.
we want to define a functor H. in CMS that maps complete metric spaces X to some function
space X - ... and deals with the arrows appropriately. How could this be done? It is obvious to
define various mappings on the objects of CMS
'J-ll(X) = X - X
'J-l2(X) = X - Xo for some fixed Xo
etc. It is not so c1ear, however, how to treat the arrow of CMS. Let e.g. N, M be complete
metric spaces,e : N - M an embedding, c : M - N non-distance-increasing function. How
should we define
'J-lt{e) : (N - N) -+ (M - M) ?
If f is a function from N to Nhow do we make from it a function from M to M? It is this
problem that led [4] to work with a different category of complete metric spaces than we did above.
[4] consider a category C that contains as objects nonempty complete metric spaces and as arrows
pairs t = (i, j) of non-distance-increasing functions such that i :N - M is an embedding, i.e.
preserves distances, j maps M to N and j(i(x)) = x 'rIx E N. In this category one can
easily define functors that map an object X to some function space X - .... The quest ion ,
however, arises if there is the necessity to consider functors like this when using the metric space
approach for the semantic specification of programming languages. [4] argue that the necessity for
"environments" or "continuations" calls for such funetors and name the work [2] as an example,
where such situations occur.
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We checked this argument by looking into all available specifications of languages using the metric
space approach including [2]. We found indeed that there are definitions of environments r like
(ND! )r = Stm V -+ I -+ (P --+ P)
see e.g. [3, page 44] but in this case P was constructed before as the solution of
P = {Po} U (I; -+ Pe(A x P))
l.e. for that part of the construction that needs the concept of a functor, namely the solution of
the fixed point equation, P does not occur on the left side of the functions space functor. For the
definition of r we do not need the concept of a functor at aB. The same situation is also found in
[3, page 56] where r = r1 x r2 and
ND!r1 = Stm V -+ (AG -+ P --+ P)
r2 = CNam -+ (AG -+ P)
where again P is constructed beforehand as solution of
P = {Po} U (I; -+ Pe(A x P))
Similarly in [2, page 18ff] a meaning function is defined as
Conts = P
[ ]s: Stat -+ Env -+ AObj -+ Conts -+ P
{continuations}
where
Env = (Name -+ AObj -+ P) x (MName -+ CName -+ AObj -+ Obj* -+ (Obj -+ P) -+ p)
{environments}
and P is previously defined by
P = {Po} U~ (I; -+ Pe(Step))
see (6).
So we suppose that neither environment nor continuation do need a function space construction
:F(X) = X -+ .... As far as we can see an equation involving :F(X) = X -+ ... might occur, if
we have to deal with a class C ofprogramming constructs (e.g. procedures) that can be "applied"
to objects of the same class C.
Conclusion
We discussed three problems that arise in the context of denotational semantics of imperative lan-
guage. The first is concerned with the question of how "abstract" the metric space approach is. We
argue that it is less abstract than the cpo approach. The second problem deals with the relevance
of the choice of metric in the metric space approach. Here we claim that the Cartesian product is
the relevant operator for determining the distance whereas Pe is responsible for nondeterminism
and the function space construction describes dependency on states and / or messages. The third
problem deals with the need for functors of the type :F(X) = X -+ .... We think that the above
considerations lead to a better understanding of the metric space approach and its relation to the
cpo -approach.
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